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The Contribution of Machine Translation:
Present Status and Future Perspectives
Munrnl VnscoNcELLos

THE BROAD PBRSPECTIVE
The reality of the translation of natural language by computer opens up new perspectives for the exchange of knowledge
among cultures. The costly overhead associated with human
translation-in terms of both economics and time delays-can now
be greatly reduced thanks to recent advances in machine translation (MT). Rough, or 'raw,' output for purposes of information
only is already available at dramatic savings, and polished translations are produced in as little as one-third or even one-quarter the
time it takes to complete a human translation at approximately
half the expense. These savings create the yery real possibility of
equal accelerations in the transfer of information: for the same
amount of money, volumes can be doubled, trebled, or quadrupled

while delivery speeds improve in the same proportions. Machine
translation, because of its increased flexibility, is already being
used for the processing of information that was not being translated previously. It is not an exaggeration to Bay that wherever
there is a need for the transfer of knowledge between cultures with
different languages, there is a potential application for this new
and powerful technology.
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Microcomputers, to some degree, are already extendittg the
reach of MT, bringing it within the capabilities of the small investor and even of the single individual working independently.
The microcomputer is used both as a word processor for text that
is being translated on a larger computer and as the host itself of
the MT system. The low cost and ready accessibility of the microcomputer, combined with the savings to be effected through the
uge of machine translation, hold promise for quantum increases in
communication across language barriers.

The Present Status of Machine Ttanslation
The concept of machine translation actually dates back more
than half a century (Zarechnak, 1979). Two fairly detailed processes were propoeed simultaneously in Frarrce and the Soviet
Union in 1933, but they were far ahead of tbe tec,hnology of the
time. For the two decades following the inventisn of the digital computer in 1946, scientists tried a multitude of approaches
in their s€arch to automate the principles of translation, while
Euggeating that computers would soon be capable of translation
without any need for human intervention. The linguistic assumP
tions that fueled this efiort have since been prove,n to be somewhat
simplistic. AE research progressed, the real complexity of language
became more apparent; the problem was that at that time linguistic formulationa, programming techniques, md computers were
not yet equal to the task. Still, the need and the interest remained,
and isolated initiativeg, including commercial anes, continued to
be pursued.

Improvements in programming techniques \vere gradually
matched by increased knowledge of the syntactic and semantic
rulee that are involved in the analyais of natural language. By the
19?0s, computers had acquired the speed and e.fficiency that made
it poasible to handle the enormous and deeply coded dictionaries
that are needed for machine translation. Minjaturization in turn ,
brought personalization and made it possible for the linguist to
be his own prograrnmer. Word processing Brovided the routine
availability of text in machine-readable form.
The advent of word processing was a waterehed for production
machine translation. Not only did it facilitate inpqt, it provided
the translator with an efficient tool for postediting. The importance of having fully automatic high-quality (FAHQ) output wa*s

no longer as great, and the translator wiur now incorporated
into
the process' By 1980, systems were in place at a number
of sites
around the world. In 1983, Ian Piggott reported at the
annual
Aslib meeting in London that 400,000 pages had been run in production environments over the pr*..*ding lZ months
(piggott,
1985:98), corresponding to the output of approximately
230 fulltime translators working in the traaitional mode. Four
systems
(ALPS, [.,ogos, Weidn*r, and Smart) were by then available in
bureau service, and one of these, Weianer, wEs being
offered on
microcomputers. Logos was on the Wang OIA/ 140.
Since then,
a new system, Textus, hat been developed bi the inventor
of
systran, and is available on an IBM pc.

THE EXPEILIENCE OF SPANAM AND ENGSPANI
Milestones
The Pan American Health organ ization (PAHO), regional
oflice for the Americas of the WorlJ Health oiganizatlon
(wHo),
entered the machine translation picture in 1g7q just
at the threshold of the linguistics and technological advances itrut were
to make
MT a more feasible concept. Since that date, pAHO has developed two in-house mainframe systems using its own resources.
The first system to be undertaken was SPANAM, which ha.s
been
translating_ from Spanish into English since .uriy 1gg0
(sample
output is shown in Figure 26.1). ENGSPAN, which trurrlates
from
English into Spanish, was devcloped with partial support
from the
I'J'S. Ag"ncy for International Developqent (AID) and
bu"rmu
operational in 1984. (Sample output is shown in Fiiure 26.2.)
SPANAM began to provide machine translatiln to internal
users at PAIIO in 1980, shortly after a network of Wang
word processors wtur introduced at its headquarters in Washir[ton,
D.C,
Since that time, word processing dotuments, usually pioduced
in
the secretariat for other purpor*r, have been submitted from
the
Wang to the IBM mainframe, where the translation algorithm
is
run against the system's large dictionaries, which are stored on
permanently mounted disks. After the translation program
has
tSPANAM and ENGSI'AN
are trademarks of the Pan American Health

O.ganization.
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FIGURE 26.1 Samplc tr*nrlation by SPANAM'

FICURE zo.z

San plo tranrlation by ENGSPAN.
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run, the resulting document is returned to the Wang for postediting on the word processing screen (Figure 26.3). SPANAM has
always been what Lawson (1OSZ) would call a utry-anything" type
of system: the vocabulary and syntax of the input are entirely
free, and the text is not pre-edited at any point. As of the end
of September 1985, it had produced a total of 2.5 million words
(about 8,500 pages) for more than 90 requesting units under some
830 separate work orders. The service is provided to offices and
prograrns not only at the headquarters in Washington but also in
the field and to WHO in Geneva.
ENGPSAN, the counterpart system, became fully operational
in August 1985. It operates in the sarne mode and has already produced more than a half-million wordg of Spanish text, most of it for
publication. It is linguistically more sophisticated than SPANAM
in a number of respects: its English analysis uses an augmented
transition network (ATN) to parse the entire sentence based on
175 typea of syntactic and semantic information; idiomatic expressions are highly context-sensitive; and special rules for Spanish,
based on an additional 101 criteria, operate at the synthesis stage
to generate structures that do not exist in English-for example,
certain uses of the subjunctive.
Over the next year, the plalr is to provide SPANAM with a
parser for Spanish similar to ENGSPAN's parser for English, asr
well as with many of the other features that have been developed
for the newer system over the last two years.

Cost Effectlvenesg
Even though SPANAM is slated to undergo improvement,
its practical efficiency has already been demonstrated repeatedly.
One of itg early applications, carried out over two months startirg
in January 1981, showed how much money could be saved. The
task called for the translation of 101,296 words of Spanish-language
contributions to PAHO's large biennial budget document, which
by regulation must be published in both languages. This was felt
to be a particularly appropriate application since much of the
retyping and proofreading that have traditionally been involved
could be reduced or eliminated with MT. Also, the transfer of numerics would be guaranteed to be accurate. The results exceedecl
expectations.
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26.3 The PAHO Machine Ttanslation System, 1980.

It turned out that SPANAM cost 61 percent less than contract
translation for the same number of words at the then prevailing
rate of $55 per thousand words (Table 26.1). There was a monetary savings of $5,078.48. In terms of time, a job that would
tra.ditionally have taken 66 days was accomplished in 36, for a
savings of 45 percent. This calculation takes into account all factors of overhead for both modes, including a hypothetical cost for
machine time, for which in fact there is no charge at PAIIO.
The effectiveness of SPANAM, and now ENGSPAN, can also
be measured in terms of daily output per posteditor. The overall
figure for both systems averages between 6,000 and 6,500 words
in an eight-hour duy. On one occasiotr, it was possible to postedit
11,376 words of SPANAM output in eight hours. It should be kept
in mind that this is finished, nrachine-readable text that does not
have to be recopied. l'hese figures compare with the traditional
standard in the United Nations agencies of 2,0ffi words a day per
translator, to which rnust be added the cost of transcription. At
the latter rates, translation would remain a Iuxury for the elite.
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Amount

in US $

TRADITIONAL PROCEDURES
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of ENGSPAN, the status of the English analysis. The last
will show whether there was a complete parse, I partial parse, or
no parse-in which case there will still be a translation, but it
will be based on only a phrase-by-phrase analysis rather than on
the actions taken by the ATN perser. The output will also have
an indication of translational equivalentg that are found in the
specialized microglossaries and of terms that sppear in PAHO's
own database of standardized terms (WIIOTERM), or of terms
that carry a hieh rating for "reliability."
All this information demonstrates to the translators ways in
which the glosses and the coding in the dictionaries can be improved. As they work along at the screen, they use the hard copy
to mark all the changes that they will be making in the dictionarieg
later. The benefit of working in this way is that all the contextual

ca-se

TABLE26.rExampleofCogtSavingewithSPANAM

;
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translators, who
It has been our experience that the contract
as at postediting MT'
earn twice as much at human translation
translation' since the
will in most casea prefer to do a machine route, and since it is
either
contractors have the option of going
as t!:y ca-n, it must be
in their interest to maie a8 *,rih moneyare able to work at least
they
aasumed that at the very minimum
They have also commented
output.
machine
the
twice as fast using
because they feel more
that they prefer to use machine translation
rested at lhe end of the day'

The Worklns Envlronment
a-re also responThe posteditors of spANAM and ENGSPAN
They are trained in

sible for enhancing the system dictionaries.
in order to activate spPropriapplying the codes that are required
trigger apecial, context-sensitive
ate decisions by the f"rr*, andto
posteait, they follow a sidethey
equivalents in the tLget. As
source langu&ge on the left, the
by_eide printout that ,hoo,, the
flags that appear in
target on the right, and a series of diagnostic
These 'flags will indithe center column between the two texts. found
in the source
lvere not
cate, among other things, words thnt
nnul , in t'he
worrls,
?0
thnn
dictianfLrv* enntpn r,Q', t,hnt sir lnn,qer

cues are fresh in the translator's mind at the moment the notes are
made. This saves much time later on in deciding how the entries
should be coded. The translator also jots down problems related
to the translation algorithm itself, and these are communicated to

the computational linguists, who are usually able to correct them
promptly.
As of September 1985, the SPANAM dictionary had a total of
61,252 source entries (94 percent base forms, 6 percent full forms),
and ENGSPAN had 45,185. The relatively large size of these
dictionaries means that more than 99 percent of the words from
a randomly selected text in any of our health-related fields will
find a match (about 99.85 percent for SPANAM and 99.53 percent
for ITNGSPAN). Under these circumstances, all the analysis and
synthesis that the system is capable of will be performed. Smaller
dictionaries would give many more unot-found' words, md thig
would mean that the analysis could easily break down.
Our experience has shown that the combination of production,
terminology retrieval, dictionary and program mainten&nce, and
advanced development makes for a highiy effective environment
in which each function supports-and actually potentiates-the
others.
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FUTURN PROSPECTS FOII
SPANAM AND ENGSPAN
ThefutureofmachinetranslationatPA,.HOisunfoldinsin

three major directions: (l) the porting of ENGSP.A'N, and eventually SpANAM, to other mainframe eites, especiqlly where it can
serve the community of Third World nntionni (2) the development
of additional langu*Be paira; and (3) the adqP,tetion sf the different
systems to the microcomputer envi.rog.rnefit,'
The mainframe version is Boon $o begin operatio-n on the computera of the U.S. Agency for Inte.rnetignql D,evelopment, where
it *itt process texts that are submitted either at headquarters in
Washington or, via telecorrununicatisn, from field oftices around
the world' similarly, field offices ef P''ilHO'' and Perhaps national
ministries of health, will Boon be linked in a ne.twork through which
the MT systems can be used. At a lqter date, it wiU be important
to locate bNcsPAN and SPANAM at comPuter centers that serve
the sister orgarlizations of the United Nations system. And finally,
serious inqulriea ire already being received from other areas of
the public sector and from the private sector, where there is also
interegt in obtaining these aysteme.
For additional f*rg,rage pairs, the first priority is Bnglish into
portutues€, an official l"ttgnage of PAHO. '\ryith the English analygis anJ Spanish synthesis that have been developed for ENGSPAN'
we already have about three-fourths of the 9fst.qgl in place, and
ENGpORT, as we now call it, could become a reality, with only
a gmall investment, ir less than 18 months. Anot,her combination
that would be relatively easy to develop is Enslish into Haitian
Creole. \ryHO is committed to publishing mor'.e information in
vernacular languages. The application of MT tq such an effort
could help to boost both literacy and emp,loyme.nt, among people
whose *othur tongue doeg not have a strq$g written tradition.
The third direction that lies ahead ie adaptation to a microcomputer. Some of the factors invofved iD thig giep are discussed
in the next section.

Machlne Ttanslatlon and Mi"croconilPuterg
It is certainly inevitable that machine translation will migrate increasingly to the microcomputer environment. AlreadY,
itru micromputer in a word proce*qor at both the input and the

otltput etrd of MT. To sorne extt:rrt, it also provides access to lexical databases, both the translator's own and large oneg for which
the microcomputer can serve as an on-line terminal. The latter
technology-being exploited for example with SUSANNAH, a microcomPuter environment that has been developed for tralslatorg
by the University of Saarbrucken-is bound d be maximized arl
telecommunication networking expands and as windowing technology becomes more widely available.
What is of interest now is the microcomputer as host to the
MT system itself. All the major commercial vendors are movi.g
in this direction, and one of them, W"idner, has had a microcomputer product on the market since late 1983. F'rom the beginning,
Weidner ran on a minicomputer, and Logos has been .unning on a
minicomputer and a Wang OIS/140 for nearly two years. Another
minicomputer product is MBTAL, developed at the University of
Texas and launched by Siemans in 1984. Textus, the only system
so far to make its initial debut on a microcomputer, ha^r been on
the market for a short time.
There is no doubt that it is now technically feasible to port a
major MT system to a microcomputer. Ilowever, there are limitations. The processing of translation is slower by several orders of
magnitude. Certain complex operations may have to be sacrificed.
For example, Textus does not have the powerful routines for the
handling of idioms that are characteristic of its mainframe predecessor, Systran. Parsing, depending on the technology ur.d, ffity
take up large amounts of CPU and slow down a system considerably. In order to fit within the strict confines of space allowed, the
progralns may have to employ extensive overlays. Another consideration is that the programming languages which offer the best
utilization of microcomputer capabilities-for example uc,-are
not the ones used originally to write the mainframe versions. In

the cilse of PLII, the language in which SPANAM and ENGSpAN
are written, the compiler for the microcomputer has dispensed
with some of the functions that are heavily used in our systems.
Workarounds are possible, but in the long run it may be better
eventually to rewrite the code to maximize the features offered by
a language specifically geared to the microcomputer.
As far as the dictionaries are concerned, the latest hard and
not-sohard disks are now capable of providing up to about 30 MB
of on-line &ccess. This space is barely adequate for dictionaries
such as ENGSPAN's wit,h 40,000 entries or more, and a dictionary
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system'
that is much smaller will limit the overall powel of any MT
It is
updatable.
The disk must be of a medium that ig easily
increase
will
poosible-indeed more than likely-that disk capacity
is to find
subgtantially in the very near fuiure. The main problem
which
a fast and efficient way to perform the dictionary lo,okuP,
word'
with ENGSpAN may occur as many aE five times for a single
cannot
If a microcomputer is being used for production, itdegree
of
any
if
Thue,
p*tuaiting.
for
time
be urcd at the rame
to choose
intensive production is envisioned, it may be necess4ry
devoted
unit
one
havittg
or
jobs
night
at
bctween i,rnrrirrg the
may be
case,
it
either
In
it*lf.
progra*
eolely to the translation
purPoseg
for
networked
unitg
desirable to have several additional

of postediting.
On the p*itive side, the microcomputer is excellent for userfriendly on-line updating of the MT dictionaries. Weidner has
has
devieed interactive facililies for a microcomputer, and Logos
a rcphieticated on-line prograrn that runs on a minicomputer'
Atamiri, a new system yet to be futly developed, ir programmed
to update dictionaries interactively in B€yeral languages at the
sanne time.
The foregoing considerations all seem insignificant, however,
they become extremely relevant when they are weighed against
the heretofore undreamed-of advantage of having a microcomputer
MT rystem available at a minute fraction of mainframe cost for
use in small operations or by single individuals.

CONCTUSION
There ie no doubt that machine translation has a major contribution to make in bridging the isolation gap between cultures with
different lantuages. In the Americas, for example, there is need to
greatly *."ht"l* the exchange of experience between the countries that speak Spanish and Portuguese, otr the one hand, and
those that speak English, eapecially in the Caribbean. Throughout
the world there ia lcnowledge to be exchanged, and this exchange
has been held back by the slowness and high cost of traditional
human tran;lation.
In the time that it takes for word processing to become the
univeranl mode for the capture of hum&n language, machine translation svntemn will hecnme e',en rnnre cleoer thnn they Are t,osinv.

We will truly see the dissolving of language barriers ancl t5e worlclwicle exchange of information that has been the dream of so many.
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